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Part 1 - Overview, Identification and Inventories
Overview & Executive Summary
Lost Lake/ Knops Pond is situated in Groton MA, part of the Petapawag Area of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) since December 11 2002.This ACEC has been
designated because of its regionally significant resources contained within an area
covering approximately 25,630 acres. It is located in the towns of, Ayer, Dunstable,
Pepperell, and Tyngsborough and of course Groton which represents the largest area of
14,950 acres. Note that Lost Lake/Knops Pond comprises only 0.07% of the Petapawag
ACEC. Thus this Resource Management Plan should be considered as being limited to
the local wetland restoration issues that pertain to restoring the health and habitat
diversity of the two resources under consideration. Because of the limited scope of this
RMP, manpower limitations, and potential legal issues this plan is not intended to be a
state-approved Resource Management Plan.
The Petapawag and the adjacent Squannassit ACEC share the Nashua River corridor and
its associated physical, biological and cultural resources and history thus making it their
central resource feature. The Petapawag contains 21 threatened and/or endangered
species; drinking water resources (public wells and aquifers); farmlands; cold water
fisheries; historic districts; archaeological resources; wetland and forest habitats (BioMap
Core Habitat 54% and approximately 15% of the ACEC is designated as Supporting
Natural Landscape) and protected open space.
Public health and enjoyment of recreational waters depend on well functioning natural
ecosystems. Through resource management planning for these waters the community will
help to preserve and enhance the ecological functions as well as the public enjoyment and
quality of life supported by clear water.
Unfortunately Lost Lake and Knops Pond are suffering from a severe infestation of nonnative invasive weeds that are killing off native species thereby destroying the lakes
biodiversity and habitat diversity. This plan recommends immediate action to prevent the
lakes from going from eutrophic to hypereutrophic.

Lake Identification
One single body of water which includes Lost Lake and Knops Pond as well as Springy
Cove (historically referred to as Springy Pond) but now generally considered to be part of
Knops Pond.
Size – shown on various maps to be 204 acres (82 hectares).
Bathymetry (see attached map) –Depth ~ from 3 to 30 ft. (1 m to 9 m.)
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Knops Pond & Lost Lake Map

Ownership – Both Knops Pond and Lost Lake are considered to be Great Ponds in
Massachusetts. Private ownership is limited to the shoreline and islands. Group
management is informal but a number of pond abutters belong to the Groton Lakes
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Association. Among its abutters are the Groton Conservation Commission, Groton
Conservation Trust and State of Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game..

Inventory of Physical Conditions
Topography
The land surrounding the lake is very steep in some areas and very flat and low lying in
other areas.
Shoreline Vegetation
Mostly a mix of deciduous and evergreen trees with a stand of reeds and bull rushes at
the North end, to the East of the municipal boat ramp. There is a marshy embayment
behind Sargisson Beach on the southeast side of Knops Pond.

Marshy Embayment Behind Sargisson Beach

Debris and Overhangs
Shoreline erosion undermined tree root systems and as a result, numerous trees are in the
water posing dangerous obstacles to safe navigation in many areas of Knops Pond and
Lost Lake.
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Downed Tree On Knops Pond

Islands and Sandbars
There are numerous sandbars throughout the lakes that pose navigational obstacles.

Sandbar on Lost Lake

There are many islands most of which are uninhabited and owned by the Groton
Conservation Trust. There are seasonal masses of muck that float to the surface in several
areas of Lost Lake.
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There is a large formation of weed/ growth that is becoming an island in the northern
most cove of Lost Lake.

New Island Forming on Lost Lake

Beaches
In addition to a few small beaches located on private property there are three larger
beaches: Sargisson Beach which is a Conservation Commission owned beach on Knops
Pond; a beach located on Grotonwood on Lost Lake owned by the Baptist Church; and
Baby Beach on Lost Lake and restricted to use by members of the Mountain Lakes Club.

Baby Beach on Lost Lake
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Sargisson Beach on Knops Pond

Areas of Erosion
Wave action generated by large boats with big wakes has caused most of the erosion
along shorelines. Heavy foot traffic on privately owned islands has exacerbated
headward erosion together with waves produced by boats.

Erosion of GCT Owned Island on Lost Lake
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Total Erosion of What Was a GCT Island

Erosion of Island Road on Knops Pond

Lawns, Driveways, Culverts, Pipes etc. Extending to Water’s Edge
There are a few lawns that reach the water’s edge. The state owned public boat ramp
extends down from Lost Lake Drive to the Lake. It is an asphalt driveway surface about
300 feet (900 m.) long with ribbed concrete strips laid down in the water. There are also
several small boat ramps located on private property.
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State Owned Public Boat Launch

Adjacent Roads or Bridges
There are many roads that circle the lakes and there is one small bridge on Island Road
that connects to an island on Knops Pond.

Bridge on Island Road on Knops Pond
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Hydrologic Connections – streams, wetlands (see maps attached)
The main inlet to Lost Lake/Knops Pond is Martins Pond Brook; there is an unnamed
stream that flows from Indian Hills area and into Lost Lake; underground springs have
also been mentioned over the years.
Fishing Access
The only legal public access for fishing is via boats launched from the state owned
public boat launch off Pine trail at the northern end of Lost Lake. The area surrounding
Sargisson Beach on Knops Pond is frequented by fishermen but it is not considered a
legal access for fishermen.
Legal Public Access
Via the boat launch - open to the public with no restrictions. The boat launch is owned by
the Department of Public Access board. Unfortunately this access is a source of weeds
coming into and going from Lost Lake and Knops Pond because it is neither monitored
nor managed by the state or town.
Water Supply Areas
Most houses on the lakes depend upon shallow (point or dug) wells or drilled wells for
their water. There are few residences at the northern tip of Lost Lake that have town
water. Note that Lost Lake drains from the dam into Whitney Pond which has a town
well along its edge. This well is a secondary water source to a well located at the edge of
Baddacook Pond.
Water Quality
In order to ensure environmental safety, regular water quality tests should be performed
at least yearly by competent authority or if not possible by some lay individuals who will
have been trained to execute such a task in the best conditions possible. The water clarity
should also be monitored on a regular basis (yearly or more often in case of adverse
climatic conditions).
Dam and Water Level Management Practice
The lakes are fed by underground springs as well as two streams (Martins Pond Brook
and an unnamed stream). There is a man-made dam at the northern end of Lost Lake. The
water level of both Lost Lake and Knops Pond is controlled by inserting or removing
boards from this dam. Responsibility for maintaining the boards in the dam resides with
the Town of Groton Highway Department.
The lake level is lowered each year beginning in mid to late October and returning to full
pool level in April. The lowering of the lakes by about thirty inches during the winter
months is essential to prevent ice from damaging the dam and shoreline property. The
lowering of the water level protects the docks of lake shore residents and allows these
residents to repair the walls along their shoreline.
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Species and Wildlife Habitat Inventory
Flora
Scientific Name
Alnus rugosa
Brasenia schreberi
Cephaalanthus
occidentalis
Ceratophylium
demersum
Cabomba
caroliniana
Decodon
verticillatus
Dulichium
arundinaceum
Elatine minima
Eleocharis
robbinsil
Elodea canadensis
Eriocauton
septangulare
Fallopia japonica
Gratiola aurea
Isoetes sp.
Lemna sp.
Ludwigia palustris
Lythrum
calicaria
Myryophyllum
heterophyllum
Myryophyllum
spicatum
Najas minor
Nuphar sp.
Nymphea odorata
Nymphoides
cordata
Penthorum
sedoides
Polygonum sp.
Pontederia
cordata
Potamogeton

Common Name
Speckled Alder
Watershield
Button Bush
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Coontail
Fanwort
water willow
three way sage
small waterwort
Robbin’s spike rush
Waterweed
Pipewort
Japanese knotweed
Golden hedge
hyssop
quillwort
Duckweed
water purslane
purple loosestrife
water milfoil
Eurasian water milfoil
Spiny naiad
yellow water lily
white water lily
Little floating heart
Ditch stonecrop
Smartweed
Pickerelweed
Pondweed
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2007/08

Frequency

robbinsil
Potamogeton
gramineus
Potamogeton
natans
Sagittaria
latifolia
Sparganium sp.
Sphagnum spp.
Typha
latifolia
Utricularia
intermedia
Utricularia
purpurea
Utricularia
radiata
Utricularia
vulgaris
Vallisneria
americana
Viburnum
recognitum
Wolffia sp.
Trapa natans

Variable pondweed
Floating leaf
Pondweed
Arrowhead
Bur-reed
Sphagnum moss
Cattail
Flatleaf
Bladderwort
Purple
Bladderwort
Little floating
bladderwort
Common
bladderwort
wild celery
Northern Arrowood
Watermeal
Water Chestnut

Fauna
Lost Lake/ Knopps Pond is home to a variety of wildlife species:
Bird’s species inventory
Scientific Name
Common Name
Branta canadensis
Canada Goose
Ardea herodias
Great blue Heron
Aythya collaris
Ringneck Duck
Anas platyrhynchos
Duck (mallard)
Pandion Haliaetus
Osprey
Larus occidentalis
Seagull
Phalacrocorax
Cormorant
Haliaeetus
Bald Eagle
leucocephalus
Amphibians/reptiles species inventory
Scientific Name
Common Name
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2007/08

Frequency

Initials

2007/08

Frequency

Rana tigrina
Nerodia sipedon
Chrysemys picta
Fish species inventory
Scientific Name
Micropterus
salmoides
(Lacepede,1802)
Lepomis microchirus
Rafinesque(1819
Lepomis gibbosus
(Linnaeus,1758)
Perca flaverscens
(Mitchill, 1814)
Etheostoma fusiform
(Girard, 1854)
Ameiurus catus
(Linnaeus, 1758))
Ameiurus nebulosus
(Lesueur, 1819)
Notemigonus
crysoleucas
(Mitchill,1814)
Esox niger (Lesueur,
1818)
Anguilla rostrata
(Lesueur, 1817)
Onchorynchus
mykiss
(Walbaum,1792)
Salmo trutta
(Linnaeus, 1758)

Frog
Water snake
Painted turtle

Common Name
Largemouth bass

Initials

2007/08

Frequency

2007/08

Frequency

Bluegill
Pumpkinseed
Yellow perch
Swamp darter
White catfish
Brown bullhead
Golden shiner

Chain pickerel
American eel
Rainbow trout

Brown trout

Mammal species inventory
Scientific Name
Commom Name
Castor canadensis
Beaver
Ondatra zibethicus
Muskrat
Lutra canadensis.
Otter
Mustela vison
Mink
Martes pennanti.
Fishercat
Vulpes vulpes
Fox

Initials
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Inventory of Structures
Inventory of Existing Structures on or in the water
Lake/Pond
Knops Pond
Lost Lake


Docks/Piers
48
109

Rafts
7
21

Boathouses
7
16

Description of structures:
 Docks or piers are either permanently installed or pulled out and stored on
land over the winter.
 Floats or swim rafts (wooden or inflatable)
 Boathouses

New structures
New structures may be permitted in accordance with Town of Groton bylaws and may be
subject to approval by the Conservation Commission under the Wetlands Act.
Previously dredged area and disposal locations – unknown

Human Use Activity Inventory
Activity
Boating (power)
Boating (Row)
Boating (kayaking)
Boating (canoe)
Boating (sail)
Jet-skiing
Waterskiing,
tubing, etc
Swimming
Fishing (boat)
Fishing (Shore)
Fishing (Ice)
Diving /
Snorkeling
Snowmobiling
4-wheeling on ice
Ice-skating
Cross Country Ski

Level
HIGH
LOW
MED
MED
LOW
MED
MED

Trend
DECREASING
DECREASING
INCREASING
FLAT
FLAT
INCREASING
FLAT

Comments:
Heavy weed growth having an impact

MED
HIGH
LOW
LOW
LOW

DECREASING
FLAT
FLAT
FLAT
FLAT

Heavy weed growth having an impact
Heavy weed growth having an impact
Heavy weed growth having an impact

HIGH
MED
HIGH
LOW

Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
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Heavy weed growth having an impact
Heavy weed growth having an impact

Heavy weed growth having an impact

Cumulative Impact Assessment
Issues caused by current use are principally the introduction of invasive weed species by
fisherman who don’t clean off their boat hulls, trailers or motors. Of great concern is the
high level of infestation of Knops Pond and Lost Lake will result in the transport of
weeds attached to boats, motors and boat trailer out to other lakes and ponds thereby
spreading the infestation of these non-native invasive weeds to more pristine bodies of
water.
During the spring, summer and fall months fishermen who access the lakes through either
the public boat launch or through Sargisson Beach have also been leaving large amounts
of trash behind including cases of empty beer cans and bottles.
For the most part the ice fishermen behave well, but there are two potential problems
some of them might precipitate. These are:
1. Bringing vehicles onto the ice. ATVs are relatively common, and once in a while
people drive pick-up trucks on – when observed truck owners have been told to
get off by Groton PD. Any vehicle going through the ice would generate a serious
pollution problem.
2. Ice fishermen regularly light fires on the ice and will often haul substantial logs
out of the woods. These don’t always get consumed by the fire and are to be seen
floating about, semi-submerged. These could become dangerous for inattentive
power boat operators.
Waterfowl may also be implicated in bringing invasive species in as well. The recently
found water chestnut plants were possibly carried in by waterfowl.
Another area of concern are homeowners who continue to use phosphorus fertilizer on
their lawns and the impact of storm-water run-off into the lakes needs to be assessed and
as well as within the drainage basin especially where agricultural waste may enter the
drainage.
.

Part 2 - Action Plan
Goals and Objectives
In writing this RMP (Resource management Plan) for Lost Lake/ Knops Pond we wish to
see that it be restored to the excellent quality it enjoyed for years before the non-native
invasive weeds gained a foothold.
Primary Goal: Restoration of Knops Pond and Lost Lake so that they will once again be a
healthy body of water for the enjoyment of the community (shore residents, town
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residents and visitors alike) while restoring the biodiversity and habitat diversity in its
waters and on its shores.
Other major goals are:
 To have safe swimming areas, both public and private, free of entanglement
 To have navigable waterway channels
 To curb the growing speed of invasive aquatic vegetation and ultimately to
eradicate these invasive species,
 Maintain a healthy ecosystem and restore habitat diversity.

Weed Management
Problem Statement
Lost Lake and Knops Pond make up a 204 acre waterbody located in Groton MA. Based
on surveys conducted by Aquatic Control Technology, Inc. in September of 2011, it is
estimated that more than 130 acres (~64% of the surface area) are currently inundated
with nuisance-level growth of submersed invasive non-indigenous plant species. This
infestation is killing off native plant species thereby virtually eliminating habitat diversity
in the lakes. In addition to this there are several patches of upland invasive species along
the shoreline of the waterbody. Five non-native invasive species were observed in the
waterbody including fanwort (Cabomba caroliniana), variable milfoil (Myriophyllum
heterophyllum), Eurasian milfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum), spiny naiad (Najas minor)
and water chestnut (Trapa natans). Based on the assemblage of invasive species that are
currently problematic at Lost Lake and Knops Pond, a program that integrates chemical
treatment, winter drawdown and a combination of physical and manual removal
techniques is proposed to control the invasive species and maintain open-water
conditions.
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Non-Native Weed Infestation in Lakes

The primary goal is to maintain and preserve a healthy lake ecosystem. The current
overgrowth of invasive aquatic plants limits open-water conditions and is accelerating the
eutrophication (filling-in) process. Selectively controlling invasive plant growth will
increase open-water conditions and preserve a more diverse native plant assemblage. This
will improve fish and wildlife habitat by creating more edge environments and may help
improve water quality through improved circulation and a reduction in the annual
biomass of aquatic plant growth. Increasing the amount of open-water will also improve
recreational access.
Alternative Solutions
For about twenty five years we have been working on the control and/or eradication of
non-native invasive weeds. On pages seven through eleven of the Aquatic Control
Technology, Inc. “Lost Lake & Knops Pond Baseline Survey Assessment Report,
November 2011” various lake management options are discussed. This document is
available online as one of the Great Pond Advisory Committee documents at
http://www.townofgroton.org/Town/BoardsCommittees/GreatPondAdvisoryCommittee.a
spx
We have tried most of these approaches (sometimes in parallel) but have failed for the
most part because either they didn’t work or because of external forces.
Hydro-raking
An attempt to reduce the weed growth was made in the summer of 1987, when the
Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program funded plant harvesting via Hydro-raking. This was
done in public areas and was available informally for private areas. Note that in the past,
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individual abutters may have practiced some management of their shorelines. Hydroraking was not adopted because it was messy, time consuming and left mud and weeds on
the shoreline. Weeds returned the following year even more prolific.
Drawdown
Starting in the late 1980s major plans were developed and implementation begun on a
drawdown of Knops Pond and Lost Lake to four feet below its normal winter drawdown
of about thirty inches to freeze and subsequently remove invasive weeds. Subsequently,
this ruling was challenged by Stone Environmental School (operating at Grotonwood) as
harmful to their vernal pools. This proved to be an invalid claim, but the State issued an
order of conditions by which the lake could be drawn down a further two feet. A siphon
was constructed and installed by the dam. Unfortunately, attempts to lower the lake level
below its normal winter level were thwarted by a few residents complaining of loss of
water supply. The order of conditions called for the siphon to be shut down until those
residents’ problems could be addressed. Subsequently it was found that none of these
water supply failures had anything to do with the siphon. In fact, only once was the lake
lowered below normal level (by about five inches) in all the attempts. Most failures
occurred because of faulty pumps, silting of wellheads, electrical wiring or similar
problems unrelated to the drawdown. The effort was started and abandoned because the
volunteer manpower and financial resources required by the order of conditions to
provide people with water outstripped our efforts for a successful attempt to draw the
lake down and attempt to kill the invasive weeds through winter frost.
A second attempt at doing a drawdown was initiated in early 2003. The planning
continued through 2004, 2005, and 2006 and was finally abandoned in 2007. The
planning effort was frustrated by lack of timely response from Natural Heritage
Endangered Species Program (NHESP) and when they did respond it was often
accompanied with the claim of the possibility of additional endangered species being
present in the lakes. In 2003 a Notice of Intent (NOI) was filed for an extended
drawdown. Over the next several years public hearings regarding the NOI that had been
scheduled by the Conservation Commission were postponed or continued because of lack
of response from NHESP. Periodically NHESP would add an additional endangered
species as possibly being present in the Lost Lake/Knops Pond. None of these additional
endangered species were ever found after extensive searches and eventually NHESP
backed off their previous positions. The planning process for the second drawdown
attempt continued in earnest through 2006. Sometime around the middle of 2007 the
effort was abandoned out of frustration and a belief that a drawdown would not be
successful because of the nature of the ice movement on the lakes would not be sufficient
to significantly impact the invasive species. As of 2012, the invasive weeds are growing
in up to eight feet of water thereby eliminating any possibility of using drawdown to kill
the invasive weeds unless we totally drain Lost Lake and a significant portion of Knops
Pond.
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Herbicides
In the 1990s, a new invasive was identified at or near the State’s boat launch, Fanwort or
Cabomba, most likely brought in on a boat launched at this site. A limited Sonar
herbicidal treatment was conducted after securing permission from the Conservation
Commission. It was thought that the treatment was successful but it failed because
Fanwort had already continued to spread far and wide in the lakes.
After several years of work in 2002, a diquat herbicidal treatment of the entire lake for
the control of milfoil was approved and was very successful in reducing the weed
infestation. Spot treatments in 2003 and 2004 were conducted to control some areas of
regrowth. It was claimed that inadvertently, some of this herbicide reached the
previously mentioned endangered Massachusetts weed (Sp. natans) thereby killing it.
This incident set off a firestorm of criticism and shut down any further herbicidal
treatments in the lake.
This lull in the battle to keep the weeds from destroying the pond allowed the milfoil to
return and fanwort to expand its territory. The weed harvester owned and operated by the
Groton Lakes Association tried to keep up with the new growth. Harvesting became a
means to an end to keep the waterways open and beaches and waterfronts clear for
recreational activities
Benthic Barriers
Subsequent to the use of an herbicide in 2003 it was discovered that Cabomba was
present in Springy Cove. In January of 2004 a plan was proposed to use benthic barriers
in Springy Cove to smother Cabomba. In April of 2004 the use of benthic barriers in
Springy Cove was questioned because of the possible presence of the Massachusetts
endangered weed Sparganium natans. As a result permission to use the benthic barriers
was not received until ten months later in October of 2004 and by that time Cabomba had
spread to over 15 other large areas of the lakes and the use of benthic barriers was soon
abandoned for practical and cost implementation reasons.
Mechanical Harvesting
Mechanical harvesting was used in the late 1990s up until the successful herbicide
treatment in 2002 and the harvester retired from use. In September of 2004 it was realized
that Cabomba was spreading all over the lakes and it was decided that harvesting would
restart in 2005. However the use of the harvester would need a new NOI and approval
from NHESP. Unfortunately many people considered the conditions imposed on
harvesting caused “practical difficulties in their implementation”. The conditions that
were to be imposed included the prohibition of harvesting of Springy Cove and a long
section of shoreline in Red Water Cove “because the survey recently undertaken was
indecisive [N.B., in late 2004 by the botanist Denis Magee who reported that there was
no Sparganium natans present in Springy Cove) and therefore there might be Sparganium
in the designated area.” Eventually harvesting was approved with the restrictions listed
above and continues to this day. Note that harvesting is not a long term solution in that it
“mows the lawn” and does not eradicate the invasive weeds. Unfortunately small
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fragments of the invasive weeds reseed themselves, thereby increasing the expanse of
these weeds.
Hand Pulling
Hand pulling of the invasive weeds is impractical due to the extent of the infestation.
Hand pulling will be used to deal with and small patches of weed growth that might occur
after herbicide treatments.
Dredging
At an estimated cost of between $14 and $80 million (dependent of whether we have to
test each truck load for contaminants like lead), a search for sites that would take the
muck, and extensive negotiations with state agencies, dredging is not considered feasible
even though it would result in a pristine lake.
Grass Carp
Sterile grass carp would eat the weeds in the lake but they are outlawed in Massachusetts.
Weevils
Weevils have been tried in the US with some success but they are expensive (~$1.25
each) and only attack milfoil. There have been tests done in Australia on a weevil from
Argentina that kills cabomba but those tests continue. It is also questionable whether such
weevils might become an invasive problem in themselves.
Weed Management Plan Going Forward
Given our experiences over the last twenty years in trying most all of the possible
solutions, the only approach that was successful was the use of the herbicide diquat in
2002 to 2004. Unfortunately we ran into difficulties regarding the possible extirpation of
Sparganium natans. In addition diquat did not and will not kill Cabomba which is the
main invasive weed that we have to deal with. However Sonar will kill the milfoil and
Cabomba while being selective enough that it will not kill all of the native weeds.
Our plans also must deal with the nutrients coming into the lakes from the watershed and
septic systems. And most importantly our plans must deal with the weeds coming and
going to and from the lakes on boats and boat trailers at the public boat launch.
Summary of Weed Management Recommendations:


Formulate long-term management objectives and develop integrated plan to be
implemented



File a Notice of Intent with the Conservation Commission that conveys all
objectives and management techniques that may be implemented including but
not limited to whole lake Sonar treatment



Establish a rapid response team and telephone hotline so that trained volunteers
on the lakes who find new growth of invasive weeds can notify the Groton Lakes
22

Association and the Great Pond Advisory Committee that immediate action is
necessary. This approach will need to be approved beforehand by the
Conservation Commission to avoid delays in reacting to the threat of the invasive
weeds spreading


Use physical management techniques for small patches of re-growth in the years
between treatments as necessary (e.g., hand-pulling, suction harvesting and/or
bottom barrier)



Do spot-treatment with EPA approved herbicides for re-growth that is too
extensive for physical management techniques



Maximize winter drawdown



Establish a volunteer effort to search for and hand-pull water chestnut



Do annual water quality and vegetation monitoring

Water Monitoring
We will establish a water monitoring program. Water clarity will be tested with multiple
Secchi disk drops. We will take samples annually to test for pH, alkalinity, turbidity,
nitrate nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, total phosphorous, true color,
apparent color and E. coli. We will also test for dissolved oxygen. Volunteers will be
organized to help collect data. A report will be written and sent into the Groton
Conservation Commission annually. Monitoring of Knops Pond and Lost Lake will
provide information and knowledge for lake management and to help solve problems.

Public Outreach
We will need to develop a Public Outreach program targeted to all residents of Groton so
that everyone understands the issues and the solutions.
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Part 3 - History
The records of Lost Lake / Knops Pond are tied to the history of Groton. There is
historical mention of hydrological features in deeds recorded soon after the first grant of
the Groton Plantation (also called Petapawag) in 1655. Among these early settlers was
one James Knap (or Knop), whose lands were demarcated in the 1660's (Green, 1885).
The small pond located on these lands came to be known as Knap's or Knop's or Knops
or Knops Pond. Knops Pond originally occupied only the deepest northeastern basin.
There was inlet from an adjacent pond to the south, Springy Pond. The outlet stream of
Knops Pond flowed northerly through Cow Pond Meadows to Cow Pond (a.k.a.
Whitney's Pond). These meadows are mentioned in town records dating from 1664. The
outlet of Cow Pond was Cow Pond Brook, which flows into Massapoag Pond and,
eventually, the Merrimack River.
In Cow Pond meadows the stream arising out of Knops Pond was joined by a small
tributary arising from the west. This tributary passed through a hydrologic feature known
as Way Pond in colonial times, and drained the area known as Indian Meadows (south of
Indian Hills ?) by Butler (1848). While it may have at one time been referred to as Way
Pond Brook (Green, 1912), the current topographic map does not show a name for this
tributary.
The other major stream draining to Cow Pond Meadows was the outlet of Martin's Pond
(another pond named after an early Groton settler). Martin's Pond Brook presently drains
this pond to the southeast. It joins another stream, formerly known as Brown Loaf Brook
(May, 1976), near the old site of school-house #9 (Butler, 1846). Records indicate that
the drainage from Martin's Pond Brook originally passed to the west into James Brook
via Half Moon Meadows, north of Gibbet Hill. Thus, drainage from this pond was
diverted from the Nashua to the Merrimack River watershed. This stream has had its
present course since the late 1700rs (Butler, 1948; Green, 1912; May, 1976).
The hydropower potential of these streams was soon tapped by local inhabitants in
several enterprises. The stretch of land between Cow Pond Meadows and Cow Pond was
the site of a dam and associated saw-mill, which was succeeded by a paper-mill. This
paper-mill was taken down about the end of the Civil War (Green, 1912)
At some point in the nineteenth century, possibly around the late 1860's, the water rights
to Knops Pond were apparently secured by the Harbor Manufacturing Company, a mill
concern based in Nashua, New Hampshire. This company used the waters of the
Merrimack and wanted to insure a more seasonally constant water supply for its mills. A
wooden dam was constructed at the narrowest constriction between Knops Pond and Cow
Pond Meadows to impound the waters of Knops Pond. It remains are still clearly visible
beneath the water surface of the water at this location. This impoundment enlarged the
size of Knops Pond, back flooding Springy Pond and making a direct surface connection
between the two. Reports of abundant stumps on the shores of Knops Pond indicate that
forested areas were impacted (MA DFW, 1911). A map of the area from the 1880's
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indicates the increased size of Knops Pond relative to Duck Pond (Green, 1885). The
enlarged pond occupied about 55 acres (MA DFW, 1911; Green, 1912)
Near the end of the nineteenth century (1896 or 1897), additional water rights were
secured by Vale Mills of Nashua, New Hampshire. A second dam was constructed at the
highlands between the outlets at the northern end of Cow Pond Meadows. This created a
large body of water in Cow Pond Meadows, latter referred to as Lost Lake or Mountain
Lakes. The owners and controllers of the water rights were mentioned in MA DFW notes
(1928) to be Gardner Beardsall Corporation. Some later mention is made of water rights
owned by International Paper Box Machine Co, but the date of this correspondence was
not available (MA, 1960).
It was before World War I that the building of cottages on both Lost Lake and Knops
Pond' commenced. By 1911, there were sufficient cottage owners to complain about the
occasional draining of Lost Lake (presumably for downstream water power) Foul odors
and poor appearance were the chief complaint. These may have been produced by the
decomposition of organic material left in the meadows at the time of flooding. Another
complaint was the worry that the drained areas were breeding places for mosquitoes and
"much malaria is caused" (MA'DFW, 1911). Needless to say malaria is not a common
problem in New England, and this concern was more likely linked to the American
public's awareness of "yellow fever" at the on-going Panama Canal construction, than to
any local occurrence of this disease.
The expansion of the railroads had an influence on Lost Lake Knops Pond and its
development as a summer resort. The Ayer Lowell Street Railway or trolley car followed
the present Route 2 and passed about a mile to the south (MA DFW, 1911). Alternatively,
there was the Stony Brook Railroad stopping at North Littleton Station, just 2 miles to the
south. With this increased ease of access, holiday and summer excursions from Boston
and the suburbs became more frequent.
The popularity of Lost Lake / Knops Pond as a vacation spot led to rapid development of
the area, particularly the northern end. Real estate developers sub-divided larger tracts
into small lots which they sold for summer homes. The major sub-division was owned by
the Lost Lake Development Co. (Collins, 1985). These undeveloped lots were widely
advertised and could often be purchased relatively cheaply. The name Mountain Lakes or
Lost Lake was coined by these developers, undoubtedly to provide more distinction to the
water body than Cow Pond Meadows could provide.
It was during this period (1900's to the 1920's) that many of the buildings in the
watershed were built. Primitive "camps" were improved by their owners into summer
cottages. However, as there were few building codes or standards for sanitary facilities
during those days, these cottages were built with insufficient concern or acreage for
protection of the ground water. In this somewhat haphazard fashion, Lost Lake / Knops
Pond developed as a popular summer resort. Much of the lands surrounding the lake were
converted from forested to part-time residential.
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The Great Depression led to a reshuffling of property rights in the Lost Lake / Knops
Pond watershed. One critical event was the bankruptcy of the Lost Lake Development
and the foreclosure of the property by the Highland Trust Company in 1932 (Collins,
1985). This bank subsequently failed and the property assets were distributed by the
Commissioner of Banks. Acquisition of the water and flooding rights to Lost Lake was
obtained by Groton Ridges Lakes, Inc. in 1934. This corporation owns the dam and right
to maintain it (Collins, 1985). Other properties were later conveyed to the Groton
Conservation Trust, including roads and common areas. The management and
maintenance of the dam was the responsibility of the The American Baptist Churches of
Massachusetts for many years as they were thought to hold a controlling share of the
above named corporation. However, a thorough search of State records failed to uncover
the incorporation records of Groton Ridges Lakes, Inc and the Town of Groton took the
dam and surrounding land by eminent domain in 20?? The responsibility of the dam
shifted to the Groton Highway Supervisor.
The Depression also caused a fundamental demographic change to the Lost Lake / Knops
Pond area. Economic circumstances forced the conversion of many of the summer
cottage to full time homes (a trend which continues to this day). These conversions only
proved how woefully inadequate the existing sanitary systems were to year-round usage,
particularly in the steep, excessively drained soils characteristic of the watershed. In other
cases, the cabins were virtually abandoned, and left to decay. The present condition of
this area still reflects this mosaic of improved cottages co-existing with poorlymaintained or failing structures.
The present uses of Lost Lake / Knops Pond are mainly swimming, boating, fishing and
skating. Swimming used to be a popular activity but has decreased significantly as the
result of severe weed infestation. There is a public beach maintained on the lake, a large
institutional beach (Grotonwood), a "locals" beach, and numerous small private beaches.
The public beach is Sargisson Beach, located on the southeast shore of Knops Pond. This
beach was opened for use during the summer months, and swimming lessons were
conducted there. Unfortunately, budget considerations of the Town of Groton closed this
beach a few years ago. The Grotonwood beach is located on the western shore of Lost
Lake, and is used by the guests of the camp. Another small beach is located at the
northern end of Lost Lake near the outlet structure. This beach, locally nicknamed "Baby
Beach," has limited access and is used only for local resident bathing. A floating dock
usually is placed just offshore during the summer.
Fishing is a very popular spring and summer activity, due to state stocking and the easy
access to the lake off Route 119. A developed boat launch, originally created by the
Squannacook Rod and Gun Club (MA DFW, 1960) is located on the northeast side of
Lost Lake, in a secluded cove. It is now owned by the State of Massachusetts. Trout are
stocked in the spring, and this is the period of greatest fishing activity. An aerial creel
survey (4/22/77 through 6/25/77) indicated about 11,500 hours of angling activity
(MDFW, 1978). Declining trout catches and increased competition for the water surface
reduces the popularity of boat fishing in the summer. However, shoreline fishing for pan
fish is popular throughout the summer. Recent recommendations for improvement of the
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fishery included increased signage and acquisition of an additional boat ramp at the
southern end (MDFW, 1978). [Note: More historical and technical details about the
fishery are given in the Fish section].
Boating is a preferred activity and ranges from powered boats to rowboats or canoes to
sailboats. Water-skiing down the length of Lost Lake is a popular activity. This activity is
restricted in Knops Pond by the placement of two low speed (6 mph) checkpoints,
marked by warning buoys. Despite this precaution there have been boating accidents (e.g.
September 1987) on the lake, mostly due to high operating speeds and the restricted lineof-sight caused by the many small coves. Activity tends to be concentrated in the late
afternoon and evening hours, as well as the weekend. Small sailboats are occasionally
seen on the lake, and jet skis are in evidence.
Activities during the winter month’s center generally upon ice-fishing and skating. The
good access to the lake and large fish population makes this a popular and "substantial"
ice fishery (MDFW, 1978). Skating areas are established on the ice during the winter
months.
While the lake was and continues to be the center of many recreational activities,
concerted efforts to manage the lakes have only recently emerged. An attempt to reduce
the weed growth was made in summer 1987, when the Massachusetts Clean Lakes
Program funded a plant harvesting via hydro-raking. This was done in public areas and
was available informally for private areas. In the past, individual abutters may have
practiced some management of their shorelines. With regard to chemical control,
fisheries records indicate that rotenone was sprayed in 1960 to assess and control the fish
population as part of a reclamation effort (MDFW, 1960).
The Diagnostic/Feasibility Study for the Management of Lost Lake/Knops Pond prepared
for the Town of Groton in 1989 offered a number of alternative strategies to reduce nonnative invasive weed growth. The precursor organization to the Groton Lakes
Association, the Clean Lakes Committee, selected drawdown as the preferred method.
Permission of the Conservation Commission to draw the lake down an additional four
feet in the winter was asked for. They agreed to an increase of two feet. Subsequently,
this ruling was challenged by Stone Environmental School (operating at Grotonwood) as
harmful to their vernal pools. This proved to be an invalid claim, but the State issued an
order of conditions by which the lake could be drawn down a further two feet. A siphon
was constructed and installed by the dam. Unfortunately, attempts to lower the lake level
below its normal winter level were thwarted by residents complaining of loss of water
supply. The order of conditions called for the siphon to be shut down until those
residents’ problems could be addressed. Subsequently it was found that none of these
water supply failures had anything to do with the siphon. In fact, only once was the lake
lowered below normal level (five inches) in all the attempts. Most failures occurred
because of faulty pumps, silting of wellheads, electrical wiring or similar problems
unrelated to the drawdown. The required volunteer manpower required by the order of
conditions to provide people with water outstripped the efforts for a successful attempt to
draw the lake down and attempt to kill the invasive weeds through winter frost.
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In 1992 in conducting annual inventory of plant and animal life at ten transect points on
the lakes, a requirement from the state’s order of conditions, an endangered
Massachusetts aquatic plant was identified. From 1992 through 1997 this plant was
counted in three transect points of the lake basin – all in Knops Pond around Sargisson
Beach.
In the meantime, a new invasive was identified at or near the State’s boat launch,
Fanwort or Cabomba, most likely brought in on a boat launched at this site. A limited
herbicidal treatment was conducted after securing permission from the Conservation
Commission. It failed and Fanwort continued to spread far and wide in the lakes.
In 2002, an herbicidal treatment of the entire lake for the control of milfoil was approved
and was very successful in reducing the weed infestation. Spot treatments in 2003 and
2004 were conducted to control some areas of regrowth. Inadvertently, some of this
herbicide reached the previously mentioned endangered Massachusetts weed killing it.
This incident set off a firestorm of criticism and shut down any further herbicidal
treatments in the lake.
This lull in the battle to keep the weeds from destroying the pond allowed the milfoil to
return and fanwort to expand its territory. The weed harvester owned and operated by the
Groton Lakes Association tried to keep up with the new growth. Harvesting became a
means to an end to keep the waterways open and beaches and waterfronts clear for
recreational activities. Limnologists (lake scientists) do not recommend harvesting
invasive weeds, because its successes are limited and it contributes to spreading the
infestation.
The Groton Lakes Association hired Aquatic Control Technology in 2011 to conduct a
biological survey of Lost Lake/Knops Pond and come up with management alternatives.
All previous methods of control have failed, -hydroraking, drawdown, benthic barriers
and harvesting. Herbicidal treatment became the only viable method left to cope with
this accelerating problem.
In 2011, the harvester did yeoman’s service to keep the waterways open, but the weed
regrowth in 2012, partly due to warmer than normal winter and no freezing action to kill
weeds, has seen a quantum leap in the density of milfoil and Cabomba in the spring of
this year.
The plan now is to treat the lake, hopefully in 2013, with Sonar (Fluoridone) a reservoir
approved herbicide. It attacks and kills the roots of the two main invasives - milfoil and
Cabomba. It has been safely and effectively applied in primary water resource areas such
as Spectacle Pond in Littleton, and Sandy Pond in Ayer, Neponset Reservoir and many
other drinking water resources throughout the state and country. Town and private wells
had no traces of the herbicide.
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Spot treatment of the lake will be necessary in subsequent years until the infestation has
been controlled. Management of the public access launch will have to be addressed to
minimize or even better eliminate the re-introduction of these common invasives. This
means the boat launch will have to be managed by volunteers or paid employees with
revenue generated by launching fee that would be applied for all who use it, including
Groton residents.
On-going education of lakefront residents will also be required that will lead to better
stewardship so as to minimize erosion and reduce the use of nutrients that enrich the
waters.
Note:
This "Lake History" was taken from the 'Historical Lake & Land Use" section of the
Diagnostic/Feasibility Study for the Management of Lost Lake / Knops Pond
Prepared for the Town of Groton & the Mass. Division of Water Pollution Control
by Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc. It was updated by Alex Woodle in 2012.
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